The compartment syndrome. An experimental and clinical study of muscular energy metabolism using phosphorus nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy.
In an experimental ischemic compartment syndrome in dogs, phosphorus (31P) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy was used to determine the tissue pressure threshold at which resting skeletal muscle begins to use anaerobic energy sources due to insufficient cellular oxygen delivery. The interactive effects of systemic perfusion pressure and moderate muscle trauma on this anaerobic threshold were also evaluated. The severity of cell injury produced by various degrees of compartment pressurization over an eight-hour period was concomitantly studied using muscle biopsy and electron microscopy. Clinical correlation of a preliminary patient series studied using 31P-NMR demonstrated that the threshold for cellular metabolic derangement in skeletal muscle subjected to increased tissue pressure was more closely associated with the difference between mean arterial blood pressure (MABP) and compartment pressure than with the absolute compartment pressure alone. The difference is termed MABP-compartment pressure, or delta P. The lowest delta P at which a normal cellular metabolic state can be maintained is approximately 30 mmHg in normal muscle and 40 mmHg in moderately traumatized muscle. It is imperative to interpret compartment pressure measurements in light of the degree of soft tissue trauma sustained and the patient's blood pressure, as well as the clinical signs and symptoms.